purposephilosophypeopleprocess
[ the basics behind your custom, tax-managed financial solution ]

purpose
[ tax-aware ]

if you can

dream it
you could

achieve it
[ wi t h th e r ig ht p l a n ]

You have hopes and
dreams for the future.
We all do.
But what determines whether your dreams come
to fruition? What can take you from a place of
hoping you realize your vision to actually seeing
it happen? There’s really one thing:

Exceptional, tax-centric financial planning.

never being a burden

sending my kids
to college

leaving a legacy
retiring when I want to

philosophy
[ tax-managed ]

your plan is

unique
to you

[ no two a re th e s a me ]

We believe exceptional planning
means accounting for every possible
aspect of your financial future.
This helps us craft a plan that fits you perfectly.
The things we look at include:

1
2
3
4
5

Investment Planning
How can you make the money you have
work for you?

Tax Planning

[unique to our relationship]

Paying taxes is a certainty, but we help
ensure they won’t obliterate your finances.

Asset Protection
Safeguarding your hard-earned money
from common pitfalls.

Retirement Planning
Making sure you’re set when the
time comes.

Business Planning
Keeping an eye on the future
of your business.

knowing my
business is in
good hands

6
7
8
9
10

Estate Planning
What happens to your wealth after
you’re gone.

Insurance Planning
Protecting your finances from the
unexpected, like death or disability.

Education Planning
Preparing for the rising cost of college
for your loved ones.

Special Situations
Asking those difficult what-if questions.

Debt Management
Maintaining efficient credit oversight.

We call this group of
financial considerations
achieving freedom
from debt

method

™

people
[ tax experts ]

your personal

army

of professionals
[ i s h a rd at wo r k ]

Who will build this specially tailored plan?
Our team of first-class professionals, and you.
Here’s what your team looks like:

you

[ after all, it’s about your dreams ]

your advisor
[ that’s me, your go-to guide ]

1st Global

providers

our business partner
provides exceptional,
objective support

of products such as
mutual funds and
alternative investments

EXPERT RESEARCH

World-class pLATFORMS

• Dr. Harry Markowitz
• Dr. Art Laffer
• LCG Associates
• Investment Management
Research Group

• Investment Management Solutions
• Retirement Management Solutions
• Sustainable Income Solutions™
• Insurance Solutions

easy access to industry experts

having confidence
in my team

process
[ tax-centric ]

your journey

starts
with a single
step

[ and we’re h o l d ing yo ur h a n d ]

Financial planning is often considered
a daunting, complex process.
We’ve changed that.
How our process works:

We meet.
We want to make sure
that our services are
in line with your goals.
Are we a good fit? If yes,
we proceed to step 2.

imagining all the
possibilities

develop
your vision.
We dive into all those goals
and hopes and dreams you have
for the future, as well as your
worries and what-ifs. We ask
fundamental questions that give
us a better understanding of
your time horizon and tolerance
for risk.

collaborating with
my team

process
[ tax-centric ]

Create
your Plan.

PLAN
EXECUTION.

Based on your input from
step 2, we put together
an individualized plan that
addresses each one of
your goals, as well as
tax-efficient strategies to
help you succeed.

Once you’ve approved all the
aspects of your plan, we walk
you through the paperwork
of implementing it. Then, to
ensure you feel comfortable
and confident, we can take
you step-by-step through
your account statements.

confident understanding
of my statements

You’ve covered
all the bases.
That wasn’t so hard, was it?
If you are ready to make the
commitment to working with the
right team, let our experience
and expertise be your guide.
Call us any time.

frequent
monitoring.
It may seem obvious, but
ignoring a financial plan once it’s
set up means you miss out on
key opportunities to adjust along
the way. Our goal is to engage
you in frequent monitoring of
your plan, helping you have every
possible financial advantage.

knowing my plan
will be reviewed

having my advisor
as my friend

3561 Howard Ave Suite 100
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
(562) 430-3780
www.scalcofinancial.com

With the right
professionals
behind you, doors
open to new
opportunities.

What determines
whether your
hopes and dreams
become a reality?

purpose philosophy people process
In a nutshell?
Exceptional planning.

˝

Plus, we make sure
you’re involved every
step of the way.
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